
V. The REFORMATION PERIOD 1500--1700 (approximate) (overallchart
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-re-Reformation This is a period of great change arid
tie in to it is marked by the widespread use of
scholastic Age printing, the end of feudalism, the
1415 -1520 continuation of the Renaissance, the

entrenchment of nsuperstition, the
development of new nationalism, and
a general movement against tradition.
There is the development of the middle
class, the commerdial society and
the new economic freedoms that came
with this. There is the insistence
on more personal liberty and the demand
for wider education. It was, in most
ways, a revolutionary period.

Great rivalries existed among France,
The Reformation Spain, England, and the Scandinavian
Proper countries. The Low countries were
1520-1560 emerging as mercantile powers and

the Mediterranean countries as cen-
-Luteran ters of trade and industry. The aiim-
phase -1545 ber of universities and learning

centers was multiplying and the
Calvin publishing business had become vast.
phase -1560 At the same time, the lower classes

were unable to keep up with the pace
and were, by most standards, in dire
straits. The church had become

Reformation worldly minded to a high degree . the
Consolidation bishoprics being sold to the highest

bidder and the better popes being men
-Continent of building interest. Attempts were
-1648 made to spread the faith by armies, to

maintain it by armies and the general
-England circumstances were considerably upset
1603 and difficult.

The church politic faced an
ongoing run-in with the here
tics and the new preachers of
freedom. What made Wyclif,
Hus, Savanarola, et al, heretics
wnot their biblical doctrines
but their polity ideas. The
condemnation of these men was
largely achieved on the basis
of how they reacted to the
ecclesiastical authority, not
how they compared with the
teachings of the Fathers of the
church.

There were continuing conflicts
with the moors and the Turks
and political rivalries within
nations. The city-states of
Italy vied with one another
for prominence and their own
disunion contributed much to
the difficulties of the age.

The philosophic conflict had
left the problem of reality and
now occupied itself with man
and the humanistic tendencies
that grew with the Renaissance.




The means of
justification loomed
large as did the matter
of the authority of
the church.

Discussion of church
and state were prom
inently featured.

Subjective Christology
became a major issue
of the Reformers as did
the entire matter of
revelation.

With the coming of a more
settled economy the
doctrinal emphasis would
swing to refining the
points in the means
of grace and the
responsibility of man.

The Word, its authority,
use, etc,, would again
become a prominent doc
trinal discussion.
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